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                        With us, there are large spaces

                    

			                    
				    To breathe. To get inspired. Here you can climb mountains. Enter the woods. Feel nature. So many trails to explore. Roads to take. By snowmobile. On skis. Snowshoeing. On a fat bike. By dog sledding. Views to admire. From above. On the ice. To fish. Agriculture to savor. Meet creative artisans. Lit. And warm people. Rediscover Saguenay.
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	                            Consult the interactive map to discover all the attractions available

	                                                                Consult the map
	                            	                            Given the current context, before any trip, we recommend that you book directly with the accommodation you picked and ask them how they manage their unlocking

For information: 1 800 463-6565 or tourisme@saguenay.ca.

See our FAQ for more details.

We look forward to welcoming you soon!

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    






	
        
            
				
					                        FAQ
										                        
We answer your questions

					
					                        
                                                            
                                    What to do in Saguenay in winter?

                                    
                                        Saguenay is a rich and varied tourist destination with its outdoor activities: snowshoeing, hiking, snowmobiling, ice fishing, skiing, fat biking, dog sledding and much more, to satisfy your taste for adventure. Take advantage of the many winter activities at nearly 40% off thanks to Attractions Passports. Its rich cultural base: museums, economuseums and interpretation and exhibition centers, will definitely please you. Agritourism and local flavors will delight your taste buds: cheese shops, microbreweries, restaurants and much more.

Check out the interactive map to see all the activities and attractions nearby while you’re on the move. Don’t miss out on the must-sees like the Glaces du Fjord and the Parc Mille Lieux de la Colline. the Fjord-du-Saguenay national park, the Monts-Valin national park and its famous Valley of Ghosts.

Some establishments have had to review their opening hours; we suggest you contact them before going there.

                                                                            

                                

                                                            
                                    What family activities can you do in Saguenay this winter?

                                    
                                        Our museum network is rich, diverse and original. The discoveries are spectacular: touch marine species at the Musée du Fjord or discover the history of the region at La Pulperie de Chicoutimi. Families are pampered: the Parc Mille Lieux de la Colline, the Glaces du Fjord or the historic village of Val-Jalbert are must-sees. For cold days, indoor activities, each more original than the last, await you; the fluorescent mini-putt or the laser tag from Saguenay Paintball Karting, the Aquafun, the Savana amusement center, the escape games or the Beta-Crux climbing center.

Take advantage of the many winter activities at nearly 40% off thanks to Attractions Passports.

Consult the interactive map to see all the activities to do as a family.
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                        Useful links

                    

                

	                    
                
                                            
                                                        	Navettes maritimes
	Expérience vélo – Véloroute du Fjord-du-Saguenay
	Parcs nationaux – SÉPAQ


                        



                                    
                                            
                                                        	Office du tourisme
	ATR Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean
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                    418 698-3167

                    Toll free 1 800 463-6565


                    tourisme@saguenay.ca


                    Privacy Policy
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		Manage cookie consent

		
			
		

	


	

	
		To provide the best experiences, we use technologies such as cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site. Failure to consent or withdrawal of consent may adversely affect certain features and functions.

		
		
			
				
						
							Functional
							
								
									
									Functional
								
								Always active							
							
								
							
						
				
				
					Storage or technical access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or Internet user, or for the sole purpose of transmitting a communication over an electronic communications network.
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								Preferences
							
							
								
							
						
				
				
					Storage or technical access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or person using the service.
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								Statistics
							
							
								
							
						
				
				
					Storage or technical access used exclusively for statistical purposes.
					Storage or technical access which is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. In the absence of a subpoena, voluntary compliance by your Internet service provider or additional third-party records, information stored or retrieved for this sole purpose generally cannot be used to identify you.
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					Storage or technical access is necessary to create profiles of Internet users in order to send advertisements, or to track the Internet user on a website or on several websites with similar marketing purposes.
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